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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

September 12, 2020

September 13, 2020

Chapman Mountain
Nature Preserve; AvaLAN
Wireless 

AvaLAN Wireless

10:45 a.m.

2:00pm

5:00 p.m.

4:00pm

1

Meeting Goals: 2020-2021 Season Kickoff, Brainstorming

Team Members in Attendance:

David, Ellie, Jalynn, Jaxon, Joel, Nathan

Kickoff- 9/12/2020

On September 12th, 2020, the Browncoats attended the Kickoff of the 2020-2021 season! After
the reveal, the team started brainstorming and examining the field. Our senior member,
Jalynn, worked on analyzing the scoring opportunities and forming a basic strategy for game
play from the knowledge we obtained. All our builders talked with our mentors and coaches
about the field and experimented with the many different game pieces. Ellie started reading
the new rules in the Game Manual, making sure to share any rules that needed to be
addressed. After we extracted all the data we could, the team headed to AvaLAN for more
brainstorming and discussion.

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -11-
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Field Observations and Notes

Several observations were made upon seeing the field and looking over the game manual. The
reveal video showed a robot that resembled a bulldozer that would push the Wobble Goal
along the field. After some experimentation, it was found that bulldozing the Wobble Goals
would not work unless the bulldozing blade was held at a steep angle. 

We also found that we might be able to knock down multiple power shot goals with one shot,
which would save time and earn a bunch of points at once. When we looked at the Tower
Goals, we initially thought that it would be better to aim for middle goal instead of the high
goal due to the difference in size, but then we noticed that the alliance colors on the Goals are
staggered. This would make it risky to aim for the middle goal, because if we miss we could
score for the other alliance. This would also mean that we would have to rotate between the
Towers to score, which would require a lot of time and practice. 

Finally, the main game element this year, the Ring, is actually flexible this year. This could be
an advantage because it means it is more easily manipulated, unlike last year’s rigid Skystone;
but it could also cause potential complications when building an intake.  

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -12-
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Scoring Observations and Notes

While at the reveal, our senior member, Jalynn, sat down and analyzed the scoring
opportunities to see how many points can be earned per action and which actions would be
worth trying to complete. 

The highest scoring opportunity in Ultimate Goal is the Power Shot Targets, which are worth
45 points if all three Targets are hit. Unfortunately, upon reading the rules, it was found that
the Power Shots earn points during the Autonomous and End Game periods, but not during
Tele-op. In Tele-op, we can only shoot rings into the Tower Goal. This information was very
useful because it helped to determine a potential plan to follow. To earn the most points in
Autonomous, we would definitely want to do the Power Shot Targets, but we should also
move the Wobble Goal to the correct Target Zone Goal for 15 points each and Park on the
Launch Line for 5 points per alliance member.

Since the only thing we could do during Tele-op is shoot Rings into the Tower Goal, aiming
for the High Goal, which is worth 12 points per ring, would be the best way to earn the most
points. 

In End Game, we can do the Power Shot Targets again as well as put the Wobble Goal over
the field wall into the Drop Zone for 20 points each. There is also the opportunity to place
Rings on the Wobble Goal, which would be worth 5 points per ring, but we are mildly
concerned that this could be designed as a “red herring” or distraction to waste time and
resources trying to accomplish.

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -13-
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General Summary of Meeting

9/12/2020: After Kickoff, we went to AvaLAN to continue brainstorming. While we ate a
quick lunch, we re-watched the reveal video a few more times and drew out some of our
ideas. We then took turns sharing our ideas, and notes and pictures of ideas were taken to
document in the Engineering Notebook. By the end of the meeting, we were able to determine
some hardware subsystems that would be needed as well as develop a basic strategy for game
play and robot design.

9/13/2020: The Sunday after Kickoff, the team met again at AvaLAN to review the ideas
given the day before and share any new ones they may have had. Mr. Jeff compiled all the
ideas shared after Kickoff and relayed them back to us for clarification and to see if they
spurred any other ideas among the team. Any new ideas were written down or drawn and
documented for the Engineering Notebook. At the end of the meeting, a final list of
subsystems was compiled and each member was assigned to at least one subteam. 

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -14-
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Strategy Discussion 

When talking about strategy, the team was able to agree on some basic principles. First, when
we are shooting Rings at the Tower Goals in Tele-op, we should primarily aim for the High
Goal because the Low Goal is low-scoring and the Medium Goal is very risky since there is
potential for scoring for the other alliance. To accomplish this and obtain the most points in
the least amount of time, we will need an intake and Ring launcher that are capable of
performing fast cycles. 

Ultimate Goal has a Human Player, who will feed Rings onto the Field for their alliance’s
robots to use. If the Human Player is able to try to send the Rings toward our robot by pushing
them hard through the feeder, it would save time and energy for the Drive Team. However, in
order to do this, we would need to determine if there is any consistency in where the fed Rings
end up on the Field. This can be determined by testing with our field and when we are at
competitions, our scouting team can take note of any consistency with the Rings on the
competition field and relay that information to the Drive Team. 

Another major concern is the Wobble Goal, which has a tendency to tip over. We thought that
if we could move the Wobble Goal to the front wall or a corner at the start of the Tele-op
period, it would help to make sure the Goal is more easily accessed and upright for End
Game; however, upon reviewing the Game Manuals, we found this to be an illegal move, so
we dismissed the idea. 

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -15-
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Design Discussion

During our brainstorming sessions, essential necessities and an overall consensus for how to achieve
those necessities became clear. It was quickly discovered that we would need a Ring-throwing
mechanism in order to knock down Power Shot Target and make Goals. The main constraint with this
is that we cannot launch the Rings outside of the Field. This means that we need a launcher that is
powerful enough to knock down Power Shots and shoot into the Tower Goals, but not so powerful
that it is liable to fly out of the field constantly. Many ideas were shared on this concept. Most of
them consisted of either spinning the Rings, which would stabilize them in flight, or flipping the
Rings, which would help limit their range.

We will also need an intake that can collect and hold Rings to launch. However, it cannot hold or
even pick up more than 3 Rings at a time or we will receive a penalty. The team seemed to be in
agreement that the intake should be underneath the robot and should be omnidirectional, so it can
collect Rings from any direction. This will make it easier to collect Rings from any given position and
save time that would be better used lining up to fire at a Power Shot or Tower Goal. There are many
different ways to do this including using a belt or pulley. 

In addition to the intake, we will need a Ring storing mechanism to hold Rings in preparation for
launching. This storage mechanism must be able to restrict more than 3 Rings from entering it or we
would receive a penalty. There were many different variations on this idea that were presented, but
most of them had the same set of basic concepts. We want it to be able to hold the Rings in a loading
position for the launcher; this will make things much faster when it is time to launch the Rings. This
will mean that the robot will need to be able to store more than one Ring at a time. Again, the main
concern here is that the robot cannot hold more than 3 rings at a time, so there will need to be
precautions put in place to prevent a fourth Ring from entering the robot.

The last hardware subsystem we would need is a Wobble Goal grabber or handler that is capable of
gripping the Wobble Goal. This would be used during Autonomous to move the Wobble Goal to the
correct Target Zone as well as during End Game. In order to lift the Wobble Goal over the field wall
and place it in the Drop Zone, it will need some type of arm that can raise and lower as needed.
Several methods for this were discussed, including sliding the mechanism underneath the Wobble
Goal to lift it or grabbing the pipe and lifting it that way. If we choose to place Rings on the Wobble
Goal before or after placing it in the Drop Zone, we will need a Ring-dropping mechanism on or near
the Wobble Goal-handling mechanism. One worry we had was how to pick up the Wobble Goal if it
falls on its side, so we also want this mechanism to have the capability of righting a tipped-over
Wobble Goal. 

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -16-
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Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -17-
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Software Discussion 

There was also some talk about what software would be required. For Autonomous, we will
probably need some form of vision detection to help determine which Target Zone to place
the Wobble in during the Autonomous period. A certain number of Rings are stacked on the
field to indicate one of the Target Zones, so the vision detector will need to be to be able
determine how many rings are stacked and use that information to find the correct Target
Zone. There will also need to be some automation to help line up Rings inside the intake and
storage mechanisms, and also to stop more than 3 Rings from entering the robot. 

Kickoff-Week 1 - 09/12-13/20 -18-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

September 25, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 3

Meeting Goals: Work on Proof of Principles, Work on Drive Train

Team Members in Attendance:

David, Ellie, Jalynn, Jaxon, Joel, Nathan

Drive Train Subsystem - Jaxon

Jaxon completed the second chassis during today’s meeting. This chassis shared some features
with goBILDA's recommended Strafer chassis, primarily the use of large U-Channels and
Bevel gears as a transmission.  One of the positive features of the chassis was that the motors
were mounted within the U-channels and therefore kept out of the way of any other
mechanisms that may have needed to be mounted in the center of the robot.  After integrating
the electronics and driving this chassis, Jaxon and the team realized it was still too slow, and
it was very heavy.  The team determined that the lack of speed was due to the gearing--the
Bevel gears provided a 2:1 speed reduction of the Rev 20:1 motors we had on hand (yielding
an overall 40:1 gear ratio).  Much of the weight was due to the four 12mm stainless steel hex
axles that the mecanum wheels were mated to.

Week 3 - 09/25/20 -19-
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Launcher Subsystem - David 

 David worked on a Proof of Principle of an idea for a launching mechanism that he had at
Kickoff. Joel helped him with the work and, together, they made multiple revisions. David
made several different gear ratios for the flywheel. One was a big to small gear ratio, which
spun very fast. Another idea he used was a bevel gear ratio, which had good spin but was not
as fast as the big to small gear ratio. By the end of the meeting the Proof of Principle was
almost done and David took the parts home to continue working on it. 

Week 3 - 09/25/20 -20-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon and Joel

Jaxon formulated an idea for a wobble arm during today’s meeting. He discussed the possible
ways to pick up the Wobble Goal with Joel, and Joel showed him a couple videos that might
be helpful. Later, Jaxon and Joel experimented with some ways to pick up the Goals and right
the Goal should it tip over. They used a servo tester, a servo, and a few GoBuilda parts to
fashion a Proof of Principle and tested it. It proved to tilt the servo back to its normal position
better than either of them expected. They are eager to experiment more with this idea in the
future. 

Week 3 - 09/25/20 -21-
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Ring Dropper Subsystem - Ellie

Today Ellie made a Proof of Principle of an idea she had during brainstorming. She used a
foam disk shooter she bought off of Amazon, some cardboard, and some duct tape. First, Ellie
duct-taped the shooter to a cardboard base so it would stand upright. Then, she duct-taped
cardboard on top of and in front of the mouth of the shooter to make a damper for the shooter,
so that when she shot the foam disks, they would hit the cardboard and fall to the ground right
in front of the shooter. This worked some of the time, but the mechanism within the disk
shooter was very inaccurate. After that, Ellie added cardboard to the sides of the mouth of the
shooter. This greatly improved the accuracy of the shooter. However, a few foam disks still
went wild. This led her to put cardboard on the bottom of the mouth as well. When Ellie
showed her design to the rest of the team, it performed well and was met with positive results.
Ellie is hoping that the team will be able to add to this design by making the shooting
mechanism able to shoot the rings at a slower speed than they would use to normally shoot the
rings to improve accuracy when they drop the rings onto the Wobble Goal.

Week 3 - 09/25/20 -22-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 2, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 4

Meeting Goals: Launcher Proof of Principle, Work on the Intake Subsystem and the Drive
Train

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, David, Jaxon

Drive Train - Jaxon

For the third revision of the chassis, Jaxon took a different approach. He decided going back
to a belt driven system was considered essential--the team has had a great deal of experience
building drive train transmissions with custom-designed, 3D printed pulleys and timing belts. 
The weight issue was also addressed by substituting aluminum 12mm axles for the stainless
steel and by substituting low-profile U-Channels for the full size channels in the original.

Week 4 - 10/02/20 -23-
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Launcher Subsystem - David

David had redesigned the gear box and motor mount of the flywheel to now be stronger and
more compact, and the rings now shoot very fast and stable. The mechanism works by
pushing rings between a spinning flywheel and a stationary wall. As the flywheel grabs and
throws one side of the ring, the other side rolls against the stationary wall, spinning the ring as
it is thrown at high speed.

Intake Subsystem- Nathan

Mr. Jeff helped Nathan think about a new intake idea that might work. The new concept was
to use a metal rod with grippy, soft rubber wheels to pull the rings into the robot. Nathan
thought that he could use many variations of this idea on the intake. Nathan put together a
simple Proof of Principle prototype, tested it, and found that it worked. Next Friday he is
going to work on a full model.

Week 4 - 10/02/20 -24-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 9, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 5

Meeting Goals: Wobble Goal Subsystem Proof of Principle, Work on Drive Train 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, David, Jaxon

Drive Train- Jaxon

Jaxon worked with mentor Ryan to complete the chassis and mount a control hub. After the
electronics were wired up and some demo software loaded, he drove it around for a little
while, observing its maneuverability and speed. It can cross the field in 4.6 seconds, and has a
nice turning speed.

Week 5 - 10/09/20 -25-
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Launcher Subsystem - David

Today, David built a stand for the flywheel mechanism so that the rings were launched at an
upward angle. With this, he found that the rings would shoot straight into the goal and would
not fall to the floor. David then built a long “runway” out of cardboard so that he could feed
several rings into the flywheel rapidly. He found that the flywheel was able to maintain its
momentum and that the rings were launched very consistently.

Week 5 - 10/09/20 -26-
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Intake Subsystem- Nathan

Nathan came up with the idea of using soft rubber wheels on a metal axle. Then, Nathan
thought that he could use many sets of axles and wheels working together to push rings up the
intake ramp. So, when Nathan got it together, he tested it and it worked! Next Friday, Nathan
is going to work on a more complete model of the intake.

Week 5 - 10/09/20 -27-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem- Jalynn, Joel, Jaxon

During today’s meeting, Jalynn showed the team her proof of principle of one of her ideas for
a Wobble Goal- grabbing mechanism. Her idea was based loosely off of a Chinese finger trap,
where if it will grip the stick of the Wobble Goal and the weight of the Goal will cause the
mechanism to maintain a firm hold on it. Then, when it is time to release, pressure is applied
to the bottom of the Wobble Goal when it is placed on the ground, which will loosen the
tension of the mechanism and release the Wobble Goal. Mr. Jeff compared it to the carabineer
Lift mechanism from Vera 6.0 where it can only go in, but not out without applying pressure
in a certain way.

Joel started progress on a Proof of Principle of a Wobble Goal righting mechanism that so far
has been going very well. It works by having a servo mounted in the middle of a small goBilda
U-Channel that has two linkages connecting to two axles which drive two arm-extensions that
flip up in the same way as the other one. When the arm extensions are placed under the mast
of the wobble goal and the mechanism is activated, the wobble goal is tipped up onto its base. 

Week 5 - 10/09/20 -28-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 14, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 3:00 pm 5:00 pm 6

Meeting Goals: Work on Intake Subsystem

Team Members in Attendance:

Nathan

Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Mr. Jeff and Nathan worked on his intake proof of principle. They figured out that the axle
with soft rubber wheels needed to be extended out in front of the model if they were going to
pick up the rings off the mat, so they rearranged the axle positioning and put cardboard on the
platform to make it smoother. Nathan compared the grip strength of the small green and the
small grey conformal wheels and decided that the grey wheels will work better because they
are smaller, they save space, and they grip the rings better. They then worked to attach a
motor so that a bigger test could be done for the whole team at the Friday meeting.

Week 6 - 10/14/20 -29-
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Week 6 - 10/14/20 -30-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 16, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00 pm 4:00 pm 6

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher, Intake, and Wobble Goal Subsystems 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David

Launcher Subsystem - David 

David did more CAD model designing, and measured the size of the flywheel and runway to
get it designed in Onshape. He also experimented with a movable “flap” on the front of the
mechanism and found that he was able to aim the rings up and down with it. Using this
improvement, he was able to consistently shoot rings into the high goal three times in a row.

Week 6 - 10/16/20 -31-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Nathan  worked on his Intake Proof of Principle today. He tried to put the green wheels on his
Proof of Principle, but they were too big and did not work properly on the mechanism.
Because of this, he put the gray wheels back on since they were smaller and worked better on
the Intake.

Wobble Goal Subsystem - Joel

Despite all the hard work on and promise of Joel’s Wobble Goal handler Proof of Principle,
some flaws were quickly noticed.  The first thing that was found was how wobbly the whole
mechanism was, which meant that Joel would need custom parts to continue forward. Second,
the mechanism would not work with the servo tester and Joel did not like the stress it was
putting on the tester. All in all, the system was too complicated and was set aside. Jaxon had
an idea for a different design and he and Joel will work on it.

Week 6 - 10/16/20 -32-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 23, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00 pm 4:00 pm 7

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher, Intake, and Wobble Goal Subsystems, Work on Drive
Train 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Jaxon, David

Launcher Subsystem- David 

David continued working to model his flywheel design in CAD. He also removed the long
runway from his Proof of Principle model, but found that he didn’t have the right parts to
rebuild it the way he wanted.

Week 7 - 10/23/20 -33-
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Week 7 - 10/23/20 -34-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Nathan continued to work on his proof of principle for the intake. He tried to get the second
set of wheels to touch the rings and pull them up the ramp, but he figured out that the spacing
was all wrong and that none of the wheels were touching the rings. To fix this, Nathan
switched to the larger green wheels and put a second sheet of plastic on the ramp to raise the
rings up to touch the wheel. This showed that spacing between the wheels and the ramp were
going to be very important if the rings were to be moved properly.

Week 7 - 10/23/20 -35-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon

Jaxon worked on the servo powered wobble goal lifter. He got a great start and laid the
foundation for a great Proof of Principle. 

Software- Joel

Today, Joel worked on learning software programming with his Dad using the book “Learn
Java for FTC” by Alan G. Smith as a reference.

Week 7 - 10/23/20 -36-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

October 30, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 02:00 pm 4:00 pm 8

Meeting Goals: Work on Intake Subsystem, Brainstorm Storage Subsystem

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David

Intake Subsystem  - Nathan

Nathan continued working on his proof of principle by loosening two bolts to allow the
collector to move up and down so the rings would not have to bend as they were pushed up
the angled ramp. At the end of the day, Nathan was finished with his proof of principle model
and took it apart. Next meeting, he wants to build an improved intake prototype using all he
learned from the first model. 

 

Week 8 - 10/30/20 -37-
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Storage Subsystem discussion - Mr. Jeff, David and Nathan

David and Nathan talked with Mr. Jeff regarding how they will merge their three subsystems
together in the final robot design. David sketched an idea on his iPod of what it could turn out
to be. One of the ideas discussed was using a large wheel for the Storage Subsystem and using
it to transport the rings between the intake and launcher subsystems. This idea was first
proposed during brainstorming and had the potential to be a simple, reliable way to store three
rings and to get them to the launcher rapidly when they were needed.

Week 8 - 10/30/20 -38-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

November 5, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 9

Meeting Goals: Work on Intake Prototype, Integration of Software, Work on Drive Train,
Work on Launcher Subsystem 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, David, Jaxon

Drive Train- Jaxon

Jaxon continued making sure that all the fasteners in the drive train were treated with Loctite. 
This will insure that nothing comes loose as the robot is running.

Week 9 - 11/05/20 -39-
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Launcher Subsystem - David

David began the day by working on the Launcher’s gearbox.  He was attempting to improve
the mechanism and make it fit together better.  Midway through the meeting, he was handed a
brand-new motor, one intended to directly drive the flywheel without the need for a gear box. 
He spent the remainder of the meeting reassembling his launcher prototype around the new
motor, finishing most everything but the Launcher baseplate, a stand, and a runway to test the
new motor’s ability to launch multiple rings.

Week 9 - 11/05/20 -40-
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Intake Subsystems - Nathan

Today Nathan focused on making the intake prototype. He drew a picture of the intake to have
a clear visual of what to do. They had already figured out that the intake needed to be smaller
than Nathan’s Proof of  Principle; it needs to be extend in front of the robot by at 2 ½ inches
and be about 8 inches wide. Nathan also that the intake could hinge so that it could move up
and down with the rings, so the rings have an easier time getting into the robot. Nathan thinks
that he has made a good plan and will be able to get started on construction next week.

Week 9 - 11/05/20 -41-
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Wobble Goal Subsystems- Jaxon

Jaxon continued working on the design of the Wobble Goal Subsystem.  Today, he tried
several different things with metal parts in an attempt to imagine how the arm would work
and where it would be mounted on the robot.

Software/Hardware Integration- Joel

Today Joel made a lot of progress on software - it was the first time he made some hardware
move!  He wrote a program that turns a motor on and off when a touch sensor is pressed.

Week 9 - 11/05/20 -42-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

November 12, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 10

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher and Wobble Goal Subsystems, Work on Drive Train

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem - David 

Mr. Monte replaced the stock electrical connectors on the new flywheel motor with Anderson
Power Poles.  The first thing David did was to connect the new motor to a battery to check it
out. He was pleased with how fast it spun and was able to throw rings at least as far as before. 
Now he can build the runway during the next meeting. 

Week 10 - 11/12/20 -43-
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Storage Subsystem - David 

David worked on the idea of having one big wheel in the middle of the robot that takes the
rings from Nathan’s Intake into David’s Launcher. He drew a sketch of how he wanted it
built, complete with dimensions and a rounded edge intended to allow the rings to nestle into
it.

Week 10 - 11/12/20 -44-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem- Jaxon and Joel 

Jaxon made multiple changes to his latest Wobble Goal prototype.  Jaxon’s current concept is
for the arm to twist, like a wrist, to lift the Wobble Goals over the field wall.  This wrist is to
be powered by a servo.  He then worked with Joel on a metal servo-powered gripper that
would clamp onto the mast of the Wobble Goal, and Joel wrote a program to drive the servo. 
They experimented with different numbers and configurations of fingers, and eventually
decided that custom, curved, 3D printed plastic fingers would work better than straight, metal
fingers.  Joe is determined to work on the plastic parts over the weekend in OnShape.

Week 10 - 11/12/20 -45-
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Week 10 - 11/12/20 -46-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

November 19, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 11

Meeting Goals: Work on Intake and Launcher Prototypes 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem - David 

Today, David continued working on the Launcher prototype.  He built a cover over the
Launcher baseplate that guides the rings into the flywheel and also supports a bearing at the
top of the flywheel, so the axle is more stable.

Week 11 - 11/19/20 -47-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Nathan spent this meeting finalizing the design for a working Intake prototype. Mr. Jeff
suggested that he make some drawings for his design review. Nathan has already decided that
the Intake has to be smaller than his Proof of  Principle. It has to be about 6 inches wide and 4
½ inches long with a hinged first set of intake wheels that extends forward of the robot, but
can pivot up over rings as they are pulled into the Intake.  The whole Intake is also to be
hinged so that a ring can pass under it if the robot backs over a ring.  The idea is to pick the
ring up after it has passed under the robot.

Wobble Goal Subsystem- Jaxon and Joel

Over the week, Joel was able to design and 3d print a design for the wobble goal grabber in
Solidworks. It was a simple shape to test out what would fit well on the sides of the goal, and
Joel is glad he printed this first, because when he tested it out, it did not fit well because what
he printed was too small. During the meeting, Jaxon and Joel tested Joel’s 3D printed grabber
on the Wobble Goal. They realized they needed to change the spacing of the mounting holes
which didn’t mate with the goBilda parts the arm prototype was assembled from. They left off
doing more brainstorming. Jaxon also suggested that they add carpet tape for more resistance.

Software - Joel

Joel also made some progress on software and is starting to feel more confident about his
abilities.

Week 11 - 11/19/20 -48-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

December 3, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 13

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher and Wobble Goal Subsystems

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon 

Launcher Subsystem - David

David has taken his new flywheel setup for the new motor with no gear box. He took its
baseplate off and made a much smaller baseplate that was about half the size of the previous
design. It has a slot in the middle to fit around the big wheel of the Storage Subsystem; this
baseplate is made to take the ring off of the Storage wheel and feed them to the flywheel for
shooting. His next step is to work on the CAD drawings of the Launcher baseplate.  He wants
to get all of the dimensions perfect - the critical things are the distance between the flywheel
and the Launcher wall, the size of the slot for the Storage wheel, and the overall length of the
part.

Week 13 - 12/03/20 -49-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon and Joel  

Jaxon and Joel continued where they left off on the grabber for the Wobble Goal Subsystem.
Joel had listened to Jaxon’s suggestion and added the carpet tape for resistance, then they
continued testing and brainstorming. They came up with an idea for a grabber with funnel-like
walls to make it easier on the drivers; they ended with a couple drawings and ideas.  Over
Thanksgiving break, Joel spent a long time designing and printing a new version of a
Wobble Goal grabber. In the end, it did not work well, but it was a great CAD learning
experience. Other than that, he worked more on software and made considerable progress.

Software - Joel  

Joel continued to work on software and made considerable progress.

Week 13 - 12/03/20 -50-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

December 10, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 14

Meeting Goals: Launcher CAD, Brainstorming on Wobble Goal Subsystem, Work on Intake

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon 

Launcher Subsystem - David

Today David finally figured out how to insert goBilda parts into his CAD model.  Once the
motor and flywheel were in place, he could work on the baseplate.  All David has to do to
complete his CAD model is to include the Storage wheel, insert some rings, and tweak the
design of the baseplate to fit everything.  He also designed a wheel cover to prevent anyone
from getting hurt by the flywheel and the support the top axle.  The idea is to take the CAD
model and fabricate the baseplate and wheel cover in time of the next meeting.

Week 14 - 12/10/20 -51-
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Intake Subsystem- Nathan

Nathan spent some time with the mentors and the 3D printed prototype Intake parts trying to
envision how they would all fit together on the chassis.  Several suggestions for modifications
were made--the plan is to have some updated parts available by the next meeting. Mr. Jeff
gave Nathan some pictures that he made in OnShape that showed how they might attach
Intake to the robot chassis.

Week 14 - 12/10/20 -52-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon, Joel, and Mentors

Jaxon and Joel continued thinking about the Wobble Goal Subsystem with help from mentors,
John and Ryan. They started with a look at what Joel had printed, which was different from
their previous ideas for the grabber. They made several small changes to the CAD model and
prepared it for 3D printing.  Joel was able to 3D print a new iteration of a wobble goal claw,
which fit around the wobble goal perfectly. The problem was that he did not countersink the
holes so that the screws could fit in them while staying flush with the plastic; therefore, it
could not work, but it was a great learning experience which provided him information on
how large he needs to make the part next time.  During this process, Jaxon made himself an
OnShape account and began using it to view and help make changes to the grabber CAD
model.

Software/Hardware Integration- Joel

Joel was able to run an autonomous program he had worked on during the weekend. It failed,
but it was likewise an amazing learning experience, because it told him that the IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) is a very inaccurate way at measuring distances.

Week 14 - 12/10/20 -53-
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John Bateman’s Presentation - John Bateman

Mentor John showed the Browncoats a presentation about a prosthetic arm design he had
created for one of his college engineering classes Senior Design Project. The reason he
wanted to present his project was to show the team how he was able to use skills that he had
learned when he was a Browncoat and apply it to a real-life problem. Because of the
engineering experience that he gained while on the team, John was able to design a device
that would one day help many people. Also, the skills he learned writing entries for the
Engineering Notebook and presenting at judging sessions were applied to compile all of the
information into a paper and present it well. John is a perfect example of just how much
FIRST Robotics truly teaches you and how those skills can help in their college and
professional careers. 

Week 14 - 12/10/20 -54-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

December 17, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 15

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher, Intake, and Wobble Goal Subsystems

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon 

Launcher Subsystem- David

David started to finish up a CAD model of the Launcher baseplate that he made at home.
What he did was round the piece where the ring is coming in so that when the ring is in the
robot, it doesn’t get caught on any edges when shooting. Then, David finished up all the exact
sizes to fit around the intake wheel and ring, as well as made the baseplate thicker. (The
baseplate is going to be cut out of a Delrin plastic.) David has finished his CAD model and
can now give it to Jeff for a test print.

Week 15 - 12/17/20 -55-
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Intake Subsystem- Nathan

Nathan worked on the Intake subsystem with mentors, some prototype parts, and a few
updated CAD drawings.  Several suggestions for improvements were made and will be added
to the prototype parts prior to the next meeting.

Wobble Goal Subsystem- Joel, Jaxon

Jaxon began with a new prototype of the arm for the Wobble Goal Subsystem. He chose to use
a 15-hole beam. Jaxon chose this as the base for the arm because it is light and the right size,
working well for what he needs. After he chose the beam, he moved to a mount for the
Wobble Goal wrist joint. Jaxon used a servo and servo block so the servo would not need to
stress as much to lift up the goal.

Week 15 - 12/17/20 -56-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

December 22, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 16

Meeting Goals: Work on Ring Dropper Subsystem, Work on Autonomous Software

Team Members in Attendance:

Joel, Ellie

Ring Dropper Subsystem - Ellie

Today, Ellie worked with John, our mentor, to improve her design for the Dropper Subsystem.
Her initial idea was to flip an arm with a flap at the end over the robot so that when a ring was
shot, it would bounce off the flap and onto the Wobble Goal. Ellie revised her design to
include fingers at each side of the Intake ramp to angle the Wobble Goal down towards the
Launcher Subsystem, so that the Dropper arm would be shorter. John suggested that the final
design of the flap at the end of the Dropper arm should be 1) made out of a material that
would absorb the energy of the flying ring well and 2) made out of two pieces of said material
angled towards each other, to catch the flying ring and direct it towards the Wobble Goal
better. Ellie’s main concerns with the design are making sure that the arm is light enough to
flip onto the robot with a servo but durable enough to withstand the force of a flying ring, and
ensuring that the extra weight and volume added to the robot by the Dropper subsystem will
not interfere with any of the other Subsystems.

Week 16 - 12/22/20 -57-
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Software- Joel

Today, Joel worked on making the robot’s movements during autonomous more smooth by
using math to slowly increase and decrease speed. This allows the robot to consistently not
slip on the field.

Week 16 - 12/22/20 -58-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

December 29, 2020 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 17

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher, Intake, and Storage Subsystems, Autonomous Software

Team Members in Attendance: 

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David

Launcher Subsystem- David

David touched the CAD model for how the baseplate attaches to the flywheel. He did so by
extending the length of the baseplate, so that it can be mounted on top of the motor. He got
further and worked on a top that also connects to a wheel cover, so that the wheel doesn’t end
up touching anything. This cover also provides protection for the wheel itself as well as team
members’ hands. Both pieces connect to form the baseplate and wheel cover. From this point
on, David may only need to slightly adjust the CAD model for the final print before the
finished prototype goes on the robot. 

Week 17 - 12/29/20 -59-
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Intake Subsystem- Nathan

There were many prototype 3D printed parts that Nathan was able to assemble at today’s
meeting.  The major task right now is to print some pulleys, motorize the intake, and see how
well it works and what needs to be improved.

Storage Subsystem- Nathan and David

Nathan, David, and mentor John have all looked at where and how the Storage wheel (dubbed
the “waterwheel”) could be mounted on the robot.  In addition, some suggestions were made
to change the number and shape of the "paddles" on the wheel to more resemble teeth.

Software- Joel

Today, Joel worked mainly on autonomous software, which was able to drive the robot around
the field within a statistically acceptable margin of error assuming the number of positions the
robot is assigned to drive to is less than three (Target Zones). Combined with webcam
tracking, we can perfect this given enough time and effort. Joel is looking forward to getting
the webcam working to identify navigation targets, count the number of rings, and help the
robot shoot correctly.

Week 17 - 12/29/20 -60-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

January 7, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 18

Meeting Goals: Work on Launcher, Intake, and Wobble Goal Subsystems, Software Design
Review

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem - David

Today David had the 3D printed pieces from his CAD models of the extended baseplate and
the top wheel cover. He finally got to see what the pieces look like in real life, and they came
out amazing and fit perfectly! After David put everything together, he hooked a battery to it
and tested it to see how the wheel spun.  There were no problems. Next, he will have to make
the cover for the wheel closer to the wheel itself because on the inside, the plastic cover has
an inch of space around the wheel. David also began considering how to attach the Storage
and Launcher subsystems together as well as how to add the hinge, flap, and a servo to drive
it. 

Week 18 - 1/07/21 -61-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Nathan was again busy assembling prototype 3D printed parts as well as several belts and
pulleys.  He didn't quite get to run the motor and see how well it all worked, but he is very
close.  His challenge for the next meeting is to hold a design review for his teammates.  

Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon 

Jaxon spent some time considering how an arm had to work and how to mount it onto the
robot. He was encouraged to work with Joel to nail down the "grabber"/"claw" portion of the
subsystem first so that it could be temporarily mounted on the robot and help achieve the
autonomous capability needed for the first scrimmage.  He put his idea in motion by placing a
u-channel on a servo block working as a grabber for now.

Week 18 - 1/07/21 -62-
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Software - Joel 

Today, Joel presented his software design review detailing the basic capabilities of the teleop
and autonomous software, and asked a few questions of the team (like what controller
configuration was preferred for the drive train).  Joel and his Dad also spent some time
looking into OpenCV and figuring out how to drive the webcam and make a computer
vision-based determination of the height of the Ring Stack for autonomous.

Week 18 - 1/07/21 -63-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

January 14, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 19

Meeting Goals: Design Reviews for the Intake and Launcher Subsystems, Work on Storage
and Wobble Goal Subsystems, Work on Software

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem - David

David added some newly improved 3D printed parts into the Launcher, tied it together with
the Storage subsystem in a prototype rig, and began thinking about how to integrate all of the
hardware subsystems build so far.  All this was presented in his design review of the Launcher
Subsystem.  David also worked on the Launcher "flap" needed to aim/loft the rings as they are
being thrown and generated several inputs for the next iteration of 3D printed parts.

Week 19 - 01/14/21 -65-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

Nathan got the belts and pulleys fully assembled and was able to run the motor and watch
rings get sucked into the robot.  Nathan also completed his design review.  He showed the
prototype intake, explained how the intake could be raised with an axle so if a ring came
behind the robot, the intake would be able raise up and down to pick the ring up; how the
wheels in the front could raise as well so we didn't have to worry about the size of the ring - it
could just flop in, and the pulleys and timing belts that make the axles and wheels spin.

Week 19 - 01/14/21 -66-
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Storage Subsystem - David

David continued working on his prototype rig that tied together the Storage and Launcher
subsystems, identifying several issues and improvements that were needed along the way,
including how to attach it all to the Chassis and Intake subsystems.  This prototype rig and the
Storage wheel were shown as part of the Launcher design review. 

Week 19 - 01/14/21 -67-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon

Jaxon began working with a lever system that he got the idea from videos of other robot
systems he watched on YouTube. He chose to shorten the length of the arm, then began
looking for a servo block to drive the arm, only to discover that we were out of them. More
servo blocks were ordered and delivery promised by the next meeting.

Software- Joel

Joel worked on ring detection by trying to maximize the field of view from the webcam. This
was somewhat successful. In order to do this, he calculated the smallest ratio for the different
resolution options available. However, even the best ratio did not make that much of a
difference because only the height was being detected in most cases. Since the width of the
ring stacks was the same, it did not change the field of view the robot was capable of.

Week 19 - 01/14/21 -68-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

January 21, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 20

Meeting Goals: Attaching the Intake and Storage Subsystems to Robot, Work on Wobble
Goal Subsystem, Work and Testing of Launcher Prototype

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem - David

David updated the launcher with what we hope are the final major set of 3D printed parts,
including the aiming flap and provisions for the servo that will drive it.  David put it all
together and tested it out by shooting some rings and elevating the aiming flap up and down. It
worked well and found that only small adjustments were needed since it didn’t take much to
alter the ring’s height. David then took the big  “waterwheel” and mounted onto the chassis.
Everything worked well, with the ring intake system moving the rings up to the water, and
then to the flywheel. The next thing he has to work on is putting the Launcher on the robot
and getting everything working together.

Week 20 - 01/20/21 -69-
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Intake Subsystem - Nathan

This meeting Nathan worked on improving the intake. First he screwed a standoff to the
intake to keep the forward set of intake wheels from dragging on the mat, as well as make it
easier to pick up rings. Nathan also put a wire into an aluminum tube that will roll on the mat,
prevent the Intake from scraping the floor, and make it so that the rings can come up over the
lip of the intake more smoothly. 

Week 20 - 01/20/21 -70-
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Storage Subsystem - Nathan, David

David and Nathan figured out how to bolt the waterwheel and its supporting structure to the
chassis. As a happy side-effect, it was realized that this new superstructure could be used to
secure the outer Lexan side panels to the robot (these panels are what we've talked about
mounting the electronics to and will also serve to display the team number and probably the
alliance flags).  David also worked to fasten the lower end of the Lexan guide strap (which
holds the rings against the wheel) to the chassis.  Next up:  Attaching the Launcher.

Wobble Goal Handling Subsystem - Jaxon, Joel

Joel brought his 3D printer and made at least one copy of his Wobble Goal Claw during the
meeting.  He and Jaxon worked with mentor John to try to envision and solidify ideas for the
arm mechanism.

Week 20 - 01/20/21 -71-
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Software - Joel

Joel and his Dad checked out the vision software and at the end of the day declared that the
capability to determine the height of the ring stack was working!!  As a bonus, they also
looked at using the web cam and CV software to detect the big, black void of the goal, with
the idea of using it to help aim the ring launcher in autonomous.

Week 20 - 01/20/21 -72-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

January 28, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 2:00pm 4:00pm 21

Meeting Goals: Finalizing Launcher assembly, Work on Wobble Goal subsystem, Work on
Software 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem- David

David finished the assembly of the launcher by adding a servo-driven cam mechanism to raise
and lower the aiming flap.  In addition, he  has a very good idea about how to attach the
Launcher to the channels that the Storage wheel is hung between.  Some additional
bracing/superstructure will be all that is needed to complete the hardware integration.

Week 21 - 01/28/21 -73-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Joel, Jaxon

Today Joel and Jaxon made significant progress on the wobble goal arm. The first successful
prototype works better than expected, and they have begun progress on the arm that will lift
the claw up and down. The original plan was to use a servo to pivot the whole arm
mechanism, but then they observed during last meeting that the wall is higher than the wobble
goal grabber, so its physically impossible to get the whole goal over the wall with just a servo
that rotates the arm horizontally, so Joel has been making a mechanism that pivots the arm
vertically.

Software- Joel

Joel worked on using the webcam to detect where we need to shoot, taking pictures from
different distances. We plan to use an algorithm to see if we can find the goal by detecting the
red and blue vertical poles on the sides of the goals.

Week 21 - 01/28/21 -74-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

January 30, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 21

Meeting Goals: Work on Wobble Goal subsystem 

Team Members in Attendance:

Joel

Wobble Goal Subsystem- Joel

Today, Joel worked on making a gear box for the wobble goal arm. By the end of the meeting,
he had an (approximately) 1:6 ratio gear box, which was about as large as he could make it.
Joel is going to program it over the weekend so he can have a head start on what he wants the
real motor drive program to look like. Mr. Jeff told Joel that we could incorporate magnetic
limit switches into the mechanism to help protect the arm from running into the ground or the
robot, and prevent the gear box/motor from grinding the gears or straining the motor too
much.

Week 21 - 01/30/21 -75-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 3, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 22

Meeting Goals: Attaching the Launcher Subsystem to Robot 

Team Members in Attendance:

David 

Launcher Subsystem- David

David applied loctite to all of the fasteners on the Launcher mechanism. He then started
attaching the Launcher to the robot. He used several goBILDA Block mounts to mate together
the beams of the Storage and Launcher subsystems. Initially, the front of the Launcher was
unsupported, so David bolted two 328mm beams to the top of the chassis channels and
spanned the distance between them with an eleven-hole, low profile U channel. From there, he
designed two 3D-printed wedges to support the front edge of the Launcher. 

Week 22 - 02/03/21 -77-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 4, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 22

Meeting Goals: Attachment of Intake, Storage, and Launcher Subsystems to Drive Train;
Testing of Mechanisms, Work on Wobble Goal Subsystem   

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, Jaxon, David

Drive Train, Intake, Storage, and Launcher Subsystems- David and Nathan

This meeting the team focused on attaching all the parts that have been finished to the robot.
When Nathan arrived the team began pushing rings into the intake, which sent the rings to the
Storage mechanism. The water wheel then took the rings up and into the flywheel of the
Launcher, which then threw the rings across the workbench. 

During this time, it was discovered that the rings could jam as they came off the intake and
were picked up by the waterwheel if the restraining strap and the strap support block beneath
it were too tight. 

Week 22 - 02/04/21 -79-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem- Jaxon and Joel 

As the Intake, Storage, and Launcher subsystems were being assembled, Jaxon was able to see
a possible mounting point for the Wobble Goal arm on the front right corner of the robot.
However, since space was tight on the side, he decided to give the arm placement some more
thought. Joel worked on the Wobble Goal arm’s motor and gearbox some more and them
much more compact (he believes that they cannot be made any smaller). He did not get
around to adding the limit switches before he ran out of time. 

Week 22 - 02/04/21 -80-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 10, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 23

Meeting Goals: Adjusting the Launcher Subsystem 

Team Members in Attendance:

David

Launcher and Storage Subsystem- David

What David did today with Mr. Jeff was to install the two 3-D printed wedges to support the
front of the launcher. This made the flywheel assembly nice and stable on top of the robot. He
then learned that by sanding the Lexan strip that holds the rings against the water wheel, the
“shine” will be taken off of the Lexan and the rings will slide across it easily. Before David
did this, the rings would stick to the Lexan instead of sliding over it. After that, he worked on
putting a motor on the water wheel. He used a goBILDA bracket to hold a Rev Hex motor on
a 6mm hex axle, which turned a small pulley, which drove a timing belt to the water wheel
pulley. David then plugged in the flywheel motor, the water wheel motor, and the intake
motors to three different batteries and got all three subsystems to run together, taking in,
moving, and throwing rings on their own for the first time.

Week 23 - 02/10/21 -81-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 11, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 23

Meeting Goals: Launcher Subsystem Testing, Work on Wobble Goal

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Ellie, David, Jaxon

Launcher Subsystem- David

Today David got more testing done on the robot by shooting disks and running them through
the entire system. We ended up having to tilt the whole flywheel back to angle the disks up
when shooting, so he decided to put a longer beam on the front posts to stand the flywheel up.
He tried it out and it shot the disks much better, but the way everything was angled would not
work. If we print a new flywheel case that has the runway angled up, problem will be fixed.
What he also did was trim the axle of the intake wheel motor so it won’t stick out too far.
Then, he put a new gear piece with more teeth to better tension the belt for the water wheel.

Week 23 - 02/11/21 -83-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem- Jaxon, Joel

After quite a bit of team discussion, the decision was made to move the temporary Wobble
grabber mechanism from the side of the robot to the rear.  Exactly how and where it will be
attached is awaiting the completion of the side panels and the mounting of the electronics--the
Wobble Goal has to avoid all of that.  Also, we are still in need of a final design for the arm
that will pick up the Wobble Goals and placing them outside the field walls.

Week 23 - 02/11/21 -84-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 17, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 24

Meeting Goals: Worked on Launcher Subsystem

Team Members in Attendance:

David

Launcher Subsystem- David

Today David got new pieces for the flywheel. He needed to tweak the height adjuster, so he
made the runway angled up 5 degrees. David put that all together and  got it running again.
Then, he got to working on the motor for the water wheel and put a mount on the other side of
the motor to support the axle. Now all David needs to do is to trim the length of the axle and
get the side panels on the robot for the electronics.

Week 24 - 02/17/21 -85-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 18, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 24

Meeting Goals: Worked on Storage and Wobble Goal Subsystems

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Joel, Ellie, David

Storage Subsystem - David 

David finished installing the axle for the water wheel, adding a bearing on the side opposite
the motor for more support. After that, he got both Lexan panels on each side of the robot for
electronics and, once they were secure, he helped attach all of the electronics and wired them
up. In short, they got the robot put completely together. 

Week 24 - 02/18/21 -87-
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Wobble Goal Subsystem- Joel 

Today Joel worked on finalizing the final wobble goal claw. Mr. Jeff wanted him to do a
design review, which Jaxon planned to do as soon as they got a working prototype. The motor
came during the meeting, however, it had the wrong type of electrical connector. Mr. Monte
could fix it by soldering on a new one, but the motor will not be avalible until the next
meeting. Jaxon had finished a gearbox with a different motor (that was too fast), and Joel had
completely finished and lock-tighted the claw part of the arm. Together they plan to work on
the arm on Saturday and possibly even install the motor.

Week 24 - 02/18/21 -88-
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

February 25, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless; Remote 4:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 25

Meeting Goals: Alabama Scrimmage #1

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, David, Jaxon, Nathan, Joel, Ellie

General Overview 

Alabama scrimmage #1 was a success, and we met our "100 points by first competition" goal! 
Vera is not 100% (yet), and the autonomous software had the only one week for fine tuning,
but all-in-all, a VERY successful campaign.

Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding The Robot’s Performance

The Wobble Subsystem is desperately needed. During this competition, the team simply
placed the Goal in front of the robot to be pushed during autonomous. We need to have better
control of the Wobble Goals in autonomous (no tipping over), and we need to be able to place
them in the Drop Zone in end game for 20 points per Wobble Goal, which would give us a
decently high score by the end of Autonomous.

Ring throwing needs to be more consistent. Several courses of action were suggested,
including:
-Utilizing the thrower motor encoder and the PID controller to keep the flywheel spinning at a
constant speed regardless of load or battery status. An encoder cable has been ordered for this
purpose.
-Better calibrating the software to auto-adjust the angle of the flap. The team will need to run
some extensive experiments involving range, field position, motor speed, and flap angle for
each goal (high, medium, and low Tower Goals, and power shots).
-Replacing the current thrower and flap with a thrower that tilts up and down, possibly hinged
on the water wheel axle.

Week 25 - 02/25/21 -89-
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Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding The Robot’s Performance

 More driver (and backup driver) practice is needed. The drivers had only one week of
practice before the scrimmage- less than that if you take into consideration the controller
changes made since the last meeting. Some of our past drivers and current mentors (John, Ian,
Megan, Ryan) might have some good observations and advice worth taking into consideration.

The collector needs to pick up rings more consistently and faster. There are multiple
approaches we can take to improve this, such as:
-Pushing down on the rings harder. An idea was offered to add a spring or weights to the
collector stage that first touches the rings.
-Letting the edge of the collector ramp get closer to the mat. It currently has been raised a bit
to prevent it from scraping the gaffer's tape lines up off of the field.
-Cleaning or putting "stickier" wheels on the first stage of the collector. The team is also
considering experimenting with 'star' or sweeper wheels.

Two new "Failure Modes" were observed. First, the hand-off of rings between the intake and
the water wheel sometimes results in jams.  This appears to happen when rings come out of
the intake and collide with a tooth on the water wheel, which causes the rings to bend back
and get wrapped around the final set of intake wheels.  Possible solutions include:
-Adding some kind of guide or wheel-cover that would prevent the rings from bending and
touching the tops of the intake wheels.
-Using software to better synchronize the hand-off between the intake and the water wheel. 
This would require an additional color sensor and an encoder cable from the wheel's drive
motor so that the software could determine where the teeth of the water wheel are. This
additional sensor could be situated to capture either the position of the teeth or the position of
rings on the wheel. 
-Raising the water wheel (and the whole thrower assembly) a hole or two (4-8 mm) to better
align it with the rings coming out of the intake.

The fundamental issue appears to be that the intake pushes rings faster than the water wheel
can accept them. A potential solution is to speed up the water wheel by changing the timing
belt gear ratio (currently about 3.8:1), or slow down the intake motor which, in general, not a
good thing to do. Then, rings will not be able to rebound off of a tooth as easily.
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Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding The Robot’s Performance

The second “Failure Mode” observed was that the rings sometimes get caught and hung-up as
they are being passed from the water wheel into the thrower. This appears to happen when a
ring comes off the water wheel at an odd, upward angle and gets hung up on the sloped plastic
roof of the thrower, where the Lexan guide strap is too far away from the wheel at that point
to prevent the problem. A potential solution is to fabricate a guide that will smoothly direct
the rings into the mouth of the Thrower. Having a better alignment may also help with ring
throwing consistency.

The power switch needs to be hard-mounted to the robot.  During one match of the
scrimmage, it came loose and was dragging onto the top of one of the drive wheels.

The rear of the robot is currently open and unprotected.  There is a danger of something
getting inside the robot and damaging the electronics, the battery, or the wiring.  Wiring needs
to be finalized, made neat, and tied down away from all moving parts.  A rear bumper is also a
great place to put sponsor stickers (or personalized license plates).

The battery is difficult to change quickly.  The team will need to move the battery box away
from the Expansion Hub and closer to the center of the robot by two or three holes.

Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Game Strategy

David did a remarkable job of driving on next-to-no practice, but a review of the videos
reveals that we need to think about what scoring opportunities we need to go for.

 In autonomous, instead of aiming for  the High Goal (12 points each), we need to shoot for
the Power Shot Targets (15 points each). If it is possible, the team should try to shoot the rings
first from the back wall, before the robot makes any significant moves. The thrower may not
have the necessary range, but it has the advantage of knowing our position exactly and would
eliminate the back-stop-turn-stop-forward-stop-turn-stop-aim-shoot maneuver we currently
perform in the middle of the field. It might leave enough time to go after the second wobble
goal as well. 
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Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Game Strategy

During Tele-op, there was a lot of time being spent chasing after rings. Part of that was due to
lack of practice--knowing where best to go to snag rings will come over time. The rest was
due to the collector not taking in rings as quickly nor as smoothly as it should have. 
Collecting rings faster would mean we get to take more shots and improve our cycle time.
While going after rings, the driver should also consider moving the second Wobble Goal
forward (not past) of the Launch Line.  This sets us up for a potential extra Wobble bonus
during end game.

Lastly, during endgame, shooting for the Power Shot Targets first is the right thing to do--they
are worth 15 points each. While returning the Wobble Goal is exciting, it takes significant
time and is only worth 5 points. Meanwhile, rings being thrown into the High Goal are worth
6 points each, and it could be done at least three times within the time frame (5 points doing
the Wobble Goal vs. 18 points shooting Rings). The team also found that they really need an
arm.  Wobble Goals in the Drop Zone are worth 20 points each. A fast, easy-to-use grabber
might enable getting the second Wobble Goal in the Drop Zone for an additional 20 points.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 4, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 26

Meeting Goals: Work on Hardware, Field Alterations and Driver Team Practice 

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Ellie, David, Jaxon, Nathan, Joel

Launcher Subsystem, Storage Subsystem - David

Today we all had a short lessons-learned review, where we talked about the scrimmage results
and how to improve the robot. After that, David put on some more 3D-printed parts that will
hopefully fix one of the issues we had during the competition. The issue was that the rings
were not being fed smoothly to the flywheel by the water wheel.  The rings were getting hung
up on the blunt top edge of the flywheel cover and were then being fed to the flywheel at an
odd angle, resulting in a shot that fell way short.  To fix this, a 3D printed guide was installed
that kept the rings better aligned as they met the flywheel.  Another problematic piece was the
rounded Lexan support on the water wheel.  It was noticed that as rings were being passed
from the intake to the water wheel, the Lexan support strap was sagging and allowing the
rings to slip off of the water wheel’s teeth.  The strap support was made slightly taller,
reprinted, and installed to help prevent this.  We also added a power switch box, so if another
robot hits us, we won’t get powered down accidently. 
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon, Joel, Nathan 

Today, Jaxon and Joel worked on the wobble goal claw.  The scrimmage demonstrated that
we really need a reliable way to move and pick up the Wobble Goal.  We experimented with
different ways to mount the claw to an aluminum arm.

Software - Joel 

Before the meeting, Joel and his dad completed all of the Autonomous routes for both the
right and left starting lines.

Field Alterations and Driver Team Practice- Nathan, David, Jaxon 

One of the things noticed during the scrimmage was that the rings would all roll to the front-
left corner of the field when Nathan (the Human Player) returned the rings through the Return
Rack.  Nathan used tape to try to hold the Return Rack more upright, which improved things,
but the rings still roll away from the drivers and into the corner.  After working on the Return
Rack, the team did some driver practice.  David and Jaxon drove the robot, and Nathan
practiced his role as Human Player.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 6, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 26

Meeting Goals: Work on Storage and Wobble Goal Subsystems 

Team Members in Attendance:

David, Jaxon, Nathan, Joel

Storage Subsystem - David

Today David switched out the strap support installed last week for the original one, because
the new one was too tall and would cause the rings to get pinched between the water wheel
and the Lexan support strap, jamming the Storage mechanism.
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon, Joel

Jaxon and Joel finished their prototypes and had enough of an idea to move forward.  Since
we had a quorum of team members present, they went ahead and did their design review. 
Their idea consisted of an arm made of 15mm REV extrusion, powered by a motor through a
goBILDA bevel gear.  On the end of the arm is a claw made up of a 3D printed wedge shaped
receptacle that nestles around a Wobble Goal mast and a servo-powered finger that holds the
mast in the “claws”.  Some required parts (a low-RPM motor and some bearings) had to be
ordered for their final build. There were no objections, so they started their final build right
away. They were not able to finish, but they did get a considerable amount finished.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 11, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 27

Meeting Goals: Arkansas Remote Scrimmage #1

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, Nathan, Joel, Jaxon, Ellie, David 

General Overview

This meeting was the Browncoat’s second scrimmage (Arkansas Scrimmage #1). The first
thing they did was run some practice matches where they did really well and made a lot of
good scores. To keep their pace, the team went ahead and started their official matches. The
first match didn't go as well as. The Launcher malfunctioned and started shooting at people, so
they accumulated some penalties. The next matches were a lot better; they even broke a
record with 120 points and no penalties. Overall, the team believed they are doing well and
can't wait for their next scrimmage.    

Results

Ranking Points = 576, Tie Breaker 1 = 237, Tie Breaker 2 = 97, High Score = 153, Rank 4 out
of 6 teams   

Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Robot Performance

- The flywheel performance was very inconsistent - some shots made the high goal, many
more bounced off or went into the lower goals.
- the Wobble Goal was pushed into the drop zone in Autonomous and back to the starting line
in endgame.  While this worked well, it was slow and an arm is needed to score the Wobble
Goal over the wall in endgame.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 13, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 12:30pm 4:00pm 27

Meeting Goals:  Wobble Goal worked on, Software

Team Members in Attendance:

Jaxon, Joel

Wobble Goal Subsystem - Jaxon, Joel

This meeting, Jaxon and Joel were able to finish the wobble goal claw. They still need to
mount it to the robot but are extremely pleased with the progress made.
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Software - Joel

Joel and his dad worked on the launcher flywheel motor. Ever since the launcher was
mounted to the robot, they have not been getting consistent shots at all, so today, they made a
custom configuration file for the launcher motor in an attempt to get the built-in default PID
(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller to regulate the flywheel speed.  The motor was
still performing badly, so they will have to work on it more over the weekend. 
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 16, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 28

Meeting Goals: Mounting the Wobble Goal Subsystem to Robot 

Team Members in Attendance:

Joel

Wobble Goal Subsystem - Joel

Today, Joel finally mounted the wobble goal claw. He was able to mount it to the upper
superstructure of the robot with just two beams and eight nuts and screws. This makes the
subsystem easy to take off the robot for repairs in a competition or for future upgrades.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 18, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless; Remote 4:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 28

Meeting Goals: Alabama Remote Scrimmage #2

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, David, Jaxon, Joel, Nathan

General Overview

The Browncoats took 3rd place overall in Alabama scrimmage #2!  Again, the team showed
steady improvement –their ranking points went from 576 last week to 707 and the team's high
score went from 153 to 171 (the high score of the competition was 186– they were that close)!
Much like their last few scrimmages, the driver started practice, only now the robot had a
Wobble Goal grabber and arm, so autonomous was smoother than it was before. After one
practice, they decided to start the matches. However, when the drivers pressed start,
autonomous did not work like it was supposed to. Instead of  the robot going forward, it went
around in circles and started ramming into the walls. To keep the robot from breaking itself,
the drive team turned off the robot in autonomous, earning a penalty. The driver control
period was not great either with one of the rings flying out of the field and not much was able
to be accomplished in endgame.  The final score was 41. The second match was much better
with 122 points. The third match had 91 points. The fourth was pretty good but not as good as
the fifth, which had 171 points. In the fifth match,  autonomous worked perfectly, in the driver
control period they were able to get a lot shots in the high goal, and in endgame they were
able to get all three power shots as well as both of the wobble goals over the wall. Overall, the
scrimmage went very well.              

Results

Ranking Points = 707, Tie Breaker 1 = 202, Tie Breaker 2 = 215, High Score = 171, Rank 3
out of 9 teams.
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Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Robot Performance 

As a result of this week’s scrimmage, a list of refinements to the robot that need to consider
was compiled, such as: 
-Adding and trying out the 3D printed, flexible star-shaped intake wheels that were made this
week by Ryan, the student mentor, on his printer.
-Adding a rear bumper, and perhaps some sponsor stickers.
- Making improvements to the wobble grabber. This would include increasing the breadth of
the 'claw' to make it a bit easier on the drivers and changing the finger to grasp the Wobble
Goal's mast a bit more firmly over a broader area.
-Adding a position sensor to the Wobble Goal arm so that it can find its home position.
- Making various software updates and testing them out during driver practice.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 27, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 1:00pm 4:00pm 29

Meeting Goals: Driver Practice, Software

Team Members in Attendance:

Joel, Ellie, David 

Driver Practice and Software - David, Ellie, Joel

Today was relatively uneventful because the drive team had driver practice in preparation for
the upcoming scrimmage; however, Joel and his dad have fixed some software bugs that they
found. Also, Joel has now programmed the wobble goal claw. It is working great, but it is a bit
small, making it hard for drivers to pick up the wobble goal during TeleOp.
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No Pictures Taken
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

March 30, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 29

Meeting Goals: Software

Team Members in Attendance:

Nathan, Joel 

Software - Joel, Nathan

Because of everything going on this week, Joel and Nathan decided to have meeting so Joel
and his dad could work on software (specifically autonomous) and Nathan could practice
filming matches with his  camera. When Nathan came in, Joel was working on TeleOp, so he
grabbed a chair and started filming. The video turned out pretty good, so he went to go help
work on TeleOp. He also learned how to control the intake and the wobble goal grabber with
the 2nd controller. After playing around with the robot, a ring got jammed between the
waterwheel and the intake. When they got the ring out, they decided to work on autonomous.
Joel and Nathan watched for the new LED lights to change colors: red, orange, and green. The
red meant that there were no rings in front of it; orange meant there was one; and green meant
there were three. After they ran autonomous a couple of times, they noticed a problem with
the targeting system and they figured out that the wobble goal was blocking it. So, the rest of
the time Joel worked on a new software pattern and then tested it out. After that, they did
some more TeleOp practice until we were out of time.
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No Pictures Taken
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

April 8, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless; Remote 4:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 31

Meeting Goals: Alabama Remote Scrimmage #3

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, David, Jaxon, Joel, Nathan

General Overview

Before the matches, Nathan installed the star wheels on the first stage of the intake.  After
practicing with the robot, it was found that the new wheels do not work very well on the sides
- the rings get hung up on the walls of the intake.  Moving the wheels to the center of the
intake solved the problem.

For the scrimmage: Jalynn took over the role of human player while Nathan manned the video
camera and helped Ms. Jean keep score.  The scrimmage matches were all remarkably
consistent.  There were a few issues with the wobble arm that were resolved between matches,
but the robot and the team did remarkably well!

Results

Ranking Points = 678, Tie Breaker 1 = 243, Tie Breaker 2 = 245, High Score = 133, Ranking
4 out of 9 teams.

Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Robot Performance 

- The match scores, while not as high as everyone would have liked, were VERY consistent!
- There was no outlying super low scoring match--a major improvement!
- Before each match, the drive team discussed and strategized what they wanted to do next--in
short, thinking ahead to the next match.
- We need a little more practice so that there is less "let's try this new thing" and more "this
worked well before, so here's what we're gonna do...".
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

April 13, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 32

Meeting Goals: Work on Storage and Wobble Goal Handling Subsystems 

Team Members in Attendance:

David, Nathan, Joel, Jalynn

Intake Subsystem, Driver Practice - David, Nathan

This meeting, Nathan focused on getting more star wheels on the intake. First, he put the new
wheels on which work a lot better than the regular wheel and kind of look like pine cones
when lined up on the robots on the front row. 

Then David and Nathan did practice matches with David having the 1st controller, Nathan
having the 2nd controller, and Ms. Cindy being human player. After a few practices matches
we realized that Vera shoots more accurately when the rings are cleaned so for the rest of the
meeting Ms. Cindy cleaned the rings, and David and Nathan did practice matches.                
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Software- Joel

The main focus of today’s meeting was on software. Joel and his dad have been making
progress over the weekend to get the autonomous route to include another wobble goal. They
were able to complete the "none" case (for when randomization provides no rings), but the
"one" case is proving to be a problem. They have resolved that they need to increase the speed
from the 0.75 default they have been using to at lease 8.0 - 8.5. This will take a LOT of
changes to implement, but with time and effort, they believe they can pull it off.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

April 15, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless; Remote 4:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 32

Meeting Goals: Arkansas Remote Scrimmage #3

Team Members in Attendance:

Jalynn, David, Jaxon, Joel, Nathan

General Overview

Prior to the match, the software team had a major breakthrough in the flywheel PID
controller.  We also realized how the inconsistencies in the rings played a major role in our
shooting accuracy (we proved that each individual ring flies consistently, but that there is a
wide variation in the physical properties of the rings themselves--we did much better when we
carefully tested and chose the rings we went into the competition with).

Results

Ranking Points = 887, Tie Breaker 1 = 294, Tie Breaker 2 = 285, High Score = 165, Rank 4
out of 7 teams.

Observations and Lessons Learned Regarding Robot Performance 

- Variations in the rings may be a major contributor to our shooting inconsistency.
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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

April 22, 2021 AvaLAN Wireless 4:30pm 7:00pm 33

Meeting Goals: Work on Storage and Wobble Goal Handling Subsystems 

Team Members in Attendance:

David, Nathan, Joel, Jalynn

Judging Practice, Driver Practice - David, Nathan, Joel, Jalynn

This meeting was not a scrimmage so we focused on our next priority, the engineering
notebook writeups. Those that needed to work on their write ups did so at the beginning of the
meeting. After they were finished, we went through our judging scripts and practiced
answering questions the judge's might ask us.  Following that, we did practice matches where
autonomous and teleop worked really well.
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Wobble Goal Subsystem - Joel

While the team was doing practice matches, Joel was working on a model in Onshape to
improve the claw that will go on the Wobble Goal subsystem.

Software - Joel

Today, we were able to work on adding a second wobble goal to the autonomous route. We
have had to work on making the drive train go faster. We have three(3) settings:  default
(0.75), fast (8.5), and hauling (9.2). We had to change a lot of acceleration rates, fix some
bugs, and other minor issues, but we eventually were able to get the routes working.  The
major remaining problem is that we are not picking up the second wobble goal much of the
time.  We believe that a sensor, possibly the webcam, could somehow help us find the second
wobble goal, but we are not sure how to do that yet.
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